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Dear Clients, 
 Our team is now falling into place for the summer albeit with new schedules and space, and ready to continue our  
efforts to upgrade service and efficiency.  Our congratulations to Greg, who completed his MBA.  He is now at home in Don’s 
old office.  Don is in the process of transforming the old conference room into a new office, and plans to share his space with 
college interns Keri Fitzgerald and Matt Goetzinger.  Matt also recently graduated from the UW with degrees in  
finance and economics, and will be working with us for the summer until he secures a full-time position.  Keri Fitzgerald will 
continue to work on marketing projects, including this newsletter.  Kari Hughes is just back from a UW course in Europe.  She 
studied the impact of the Euro on the economies of several European countries.  Our Memorial High student, Matt Musser, grad-
uated and is now preparing for his freshman year of college.  Matt has been a terrific addition to our team this spring and we wish 
him the best of luck in the future.  Don’s son, Drew, home from Carleton College, will take over Matt’s filing responsibilities for 
the summer. 
 In this issue we would like to emphasize the notion of rebalancing.  This is a simple concept that is often difficult and 
counterintuitive to put into practice.  One of the major goals of the Bugg/Dean team for the next few months is to help you  
establish a discipline to rebalance your investments at regular intervals.  Market changes may have created disproportionate gains 
or losses in your portfolio, or your situation may have changed.  As always, we encourage you to contact one of us if you think it 
is time to “re-jigger” your pie chart. 
 Finally, we remind you to drop in for a cold drink this summer or give us a call.  Also, we would once again thank you 
for your referrals. They are greatly appreciated.  
 
Don Dean & Chris Bugg 

  

Buttonwood Partners 
8001 Excelsior Drive 
Madison, WI 53717 
608-827-6400 
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 Scenario #1: “Wait and See” Scenario #2: “Rebalance” Scenario #3 : “Sell the Loser” 

 Asset A Asset B Asset A Asset B Asset A Asset B Asset C 

Year 1 

January 1 Value 
 

 $100.00 
 
$100.00 

 
$100.00 

 
$100.00 

 
$100.00 

Move Asset B  

$100.00 
Into a CD 

$100.00 

Year 1 Return +100% -50% +100% -50% +100% -50% +6% 

December 31 Value $200.00 $50.00 $200.00 $50.00 $200.00 $50.00  

Re-allocation   -$75.00 +$75.00  -$50.00 +$50.00 

Year 2 

January 1 Value 
 

$200.00 
 
$50.00 

 
$125.00 

 
$125.00 

 
$200.00 

 
$0.00 

 
$50.00 

Year 2 Return -50% +100% -50% +100% -50% +100% +6% 

December 31 Value $100.00 $100.00 $62.50 $250.00 $100.00 $0.00 $53.00 

Total Two Yr Value $200.00  $312.50 $153.00 

Compound  

Annualized Return 

0.00% 25.00% -12.55% 

 This simple illustration compares three different investment scenarios, demonstrating the benefits of  
rebalancing verses the result of doing nothing and the potential liability of “chasing winners”.  One important 
point to remember when rebalancing is that we are not selling an entire investment, only a portion of it.  As 
you can see from scenario two, rebalancing produces optimal returns when profits from a “winning”  
investment are allocated to a “losing” investment to prepare for the following year of unforeseeable returns. 

Scenario Analysis: Investment Allocation 



 
Stock-market diversification is sold as a short-term sedative for antsy investors. But it's also your best bet for ensuring decent long-run returns.  In 
recent columns, I've written a lot about diversification. There's a good reason for that: If this bear market has anything to teach us, it is the value of 
spreading your stock-market bets widely. 
 
Over the past year, the hardest-hit investors have been those who pooh-poohed diversification and loaded up on technology stocks, only to see their 
portfolios decimated by Nasdaq's implosion. Clearly, these folks would have fared far better with a broader array of stocks.  But diversification is 
more than just a defense against short-run market gyrations. To understand why, consider the performance of large, small and foreign stocks over 
the past 30 years.  At first blush, the results seem to encourage investors to shun diversification and instead stick with the big blue-chip stocks they 
know and love.  After all, over the 30 years, large, small and foreign stocks generated almost exactly the same average annual total return.  Accord-
ing to Chicago researchers Ibbotson Associates, Standard & Poor's 500-stock index of large-company stocks was up an average 13.2% a year, 
smaller U.S. companies gained 14.7% and Morgan Stanley's Europe, Australasia and Far East index climbed 13.1%. In other words, if all you 
owned was a smattering of blue-chip stocks, you should have done just fine over the past 30 years. 
 
But the raw data don't tell the whole story. Here's why: 

 

Tenacity Tested: Suppose that in 1970 you settled on a portfolio consisting exclusively of large U.S. stocks. Would you have hung 

onto that portfolio through the entire 30 years? I doubt it. 

For starters, you had to sit tight through the unnerving stock-market declines of 1973-74, 1976-78, 1980-82, 1987 and 1990. That 
would have been tough with an all-stock portfolio. But even if you had an unflinching determination to stick with stocks, you would have been 
constantly second-guessing your commitment to blue-chip companies.  For instance, in the 1970s, you would have been tempted to swap into small 
companies and foreign shares, both of which outpaced U.S. large-company stocks. In the 1980s, foreign markets again outstripped U.S. large com-

panies. Indeed, it was only in the 1990s that these blue-chip stocks reigned supreme. 

 

Out of Time: Planning on sticking with U.S. large-company stocks for the next three decades? Circumstances may intervene. Maybe 

you will be forced to liquidate your stock portfolio early because you get divorced, lose your job or get hit with hefty medical bills. 

Alternatively, maybe your time horizon isn't quite as long as you imagine. For instance, you might be looking at a 30-year retirement. But if you 
are living off your portfolio, you will probably have to sell many of your stocks before the 30 years are up.  In that case, you will definitely want to 
be globally diversified, because that will provide vital portfolio protection over this shorter period. For proof, check out the accompanying table. It 
takes the past 30 years, picks out the roughest five, 10, 15 and 20-year stretches for large-company stocks and then shows how other investments 

fared. 

"In each of these bad periods, small stocks and international stocks did better," notes William Reichenstein, an investments professor at Baylor 

University. "There's a lot to be said for a portfolio that includes a little bit of everything." 

 

On Target: Diversification won't just limit your losses during rough markets. When it's combined with regular rebalancing, it can also 

boost returns.  When you rebalance, you set targets for what percentage of your portfolio is in different investments. Then, every so  

often, you re-jigger your portfolio to get back to these targets.  If you invest in two market sectors, "a rebalanced portfolio may actually 
do better than the two assets on their own, because rebalancing forces you to buy low and sell high," says William Bernstein, an investment adviser 

in North Bend, Ore., and author of "The Intelligent Asset Allocator." "Rebalancing is the only form of market timing that works."  

Suppose you held a portfolio that was one-third large stocks, one-third small stocks and one-third foreign stocks. At the end of each year, you re-
balanced to get back to these portfolio targets. Result? According to Ibbotson, over the past 30 years, your portfolio would have gained 14.2% a 
year before taxes and trading costs, compared with 13.7% if you had never rebalanced.  You are most likely to get this performance bonus when 
you rebalance among different stock-market sectors, which should have roughly comparable long-run returns. But sometimes, you can also bolster 

returns by rebalancing between stocks and bonds. Consider, for instance, the 10 years through December 1981.   

Over that stretch, large stocks struggled, climbing just 6.5% a year, but they still outpaced intermediate government bonds, which returned 5.8%. 

But an annually rebalanced mix of 50% stocks and 50% bonds did even better, gaining 6.6% a year, Mr. Reichenstein calculates. 

--Republished with permission of Dow Jones from The Wall Street Journal Central Edition [Staff Produced Copy Only], Jonathan Clements, 2001; 

permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance. 

How A Broad Mix Can Help in the Long Term 
By JONATHAN CLEMENTS  

        Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 4/3/01 

Hiding Places: How various investments fared during the roughest patches for large-company stocks over the past 30 years. 
                                                  
             Worst*        

                 5 YRS  10 YRS  15 YRS  20 YRS  (30 Yrs. Dec. 2000)        
Large companies  -0.2%  +6.5%  +9.9%  +11.2%           +13.2%                                  
Small companies  +10.8  +17.3  +16.2  +13.3           +14.7  
Foreign stocks  +2.6  +10.6  +15.6  +15.4           +13.1                        
Intermediate bonds  +6.4  +5.8  +9.2  +9.1           +8.5                             
Inflation                    +7.9  +8.6  +6.9  +6.3           +5.0  

* Through year-end 1977, 1981, and 1990, respectively. 
   Source: Ibbotson 

Note: the results shown are annual averages and  
          include reinvested dividends 


